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Background

Course: 

● Title: Music in Global America (MUSC 3101, music survey course)
● Format: Online asynchronous (OA)
● Students: ~35 undergraduate non-majors per section, 2-3 sections per term

Timeline:

● Spring 2016: Introduction of choice-based learning & gamified grading system
● Fall 2018: Begin teaching online asynchronous sections
● Fall 2021: Introduction of specifications grading 
● Fall 2022: Begin data collection

What happens when choice-based learning and gamified/specifications grading 
are utilized in OA, undergraduate, music survey courses? 



Research on grading

“Grades dampen students’ innate curiosity and motivation to learn, and increase extrinsic 
motivation…they also adversely impact students’ mental health, decrease their enjoyment of 
school and of learning, foster competition among students and adversarial interactions between 
students and instructors, reduce students’ interest in and attention to written feedback, and 
encourage students to avoid challenging tasks.” (University of VA, 2020)

Studies suggest that students from different demographic groups experience different outcomes 
for grades and college completion rates. 

→ Do students understand the meaning of grades in my courses?  

→ Do students understand expectations to reach a grade, or criteria to self-assess progress? 



Alternatives to “Traditional” Grading

➢ Pass/fail or mastery-based systems
➢ Narrative or portfolio-based grading
➢ Dialogic/participatory forms of assessment (ie: contract grading)

Invite students to think critically about their own learning and their goals for 
education. 

Goals: “Reduce or eliminate hierarchies between students and instructor; to reclaim 
the expansive, democratic, and liberatory purposes of higher education; and to 
transform grades into more accurate reflections of student learning.” 



Try it out…

Choose your goal:

Collect…

➔ 3 points = A+
➔ 2 points = A
➔ 1 point = A-

Choose your tasks: 

★ 1 point = Post in the chat
★ 1 point = React with an emoji
★ 1 point = Turn on video
★ 1 point = If video is off: Have an (appropriate) background photo

1 pt

A- 2 pts

A
3 pts

A+



Key Terms

Gamification: The application of game elements in non-game settings (ie: 
frequent flyer program, rewards program, etc.) Different than GBL

— Game-Based Learning: Using games for learning

Specifications Grading: A mastery-based grading system in which 
students choose assignment “bundles” and are graded pass/fail; coined by 
Linda Nilson. Students decide what grade they want and complete 
modules and assignments to achieve it. 



Specifications Grading (Specs Grading)

➢ Integrates mastery-based grading and contract grading components. 
➢ Grades are entirely (and only) a reflection of the extent to which a student has mastered 

learning outcomes of a course
➢ Outcomes are specified in advance
➢ Grades on individual assignments are binary (is the outcome mastered or not?)
➢ Final grade determined by either how many or how often learning outcomes were met

○ How many: Student who masters all learning outcomes receives A, all but one 
receives A-, etc. 

○ How often: Student who masters particular learning outcome consistently receives A, 
half the time receives B, etc.  

➢ Students in the same course are not required to complete the same set of assignments
○ Students are not penalized for missing assignments (focus on mastery)

➢ Offer assignment bundles



Tips for Specs Grading

➢ Communicate all evaluation criteria at the start of the semester
➢ Provide examples that meet criteria
➢ Describe in detail the mental image of a B or B+
➢ Regularly gauge student understanding
➢ Invite students to contribute to the process of defining 

specifications for particular course elements

“Grades are no longer based on assumptions that may be invisible 
to some students but intuited by others.” 



Course Sample

https://sites.google.com/view/musc3101/grading?authuser=0
https://sites.google.com/view/musc3101/completed-weeks/week-5?authuser=0


Application of Learning Theories in Gamification 

Constructivist Learning Theory: 

➢ Guided paths: Students are shown sample routes to A+
➢ Clear & relevant goals: Earn 100 points, earn A+

Self-Determination Theory: 

➢ Multiple choices provided to achieve goal
➢ Immediate feedback: Submit HW, earn full or no points 
➢ Social norming: Choice to connect w/ peers for tasks’

Experiential Learning Theory: 

➢ Multiple choices provided to achieve goal

Multi-Media Learning Theory & Cognitive Load Theory: 

➢ Ease of use to minimize extraneous cognitive processing; same routine each week with task “levels” 
allows learners to actively process the learning content without distraction

Krath, J., Schürmann, L., & Von Korflesch, H. F. (2021). Revealing the theoretical basis of gamification: A systematic review and analysis of 
theory in research on gamification, serious games and game-based learning. Computers in Human Behavior, 125, 106963.



SoTL Framework

“What is?” What is happening/what does learning look like? 

● Descriptive research: What is occurring/being observed when choice-based 
learning is introduced in OA undergraduate music survey courses? 

● Data collection: 
○ Qualitative: Survey responses, forum comments, reflections
○ Quantitative: Scores, frequency of posts, retention rates, final grades

Study high-achieving students    → Predict patterns of success for future students

Codify observations, interpret data    → Identify “best practices” for implementation of choice-based 
learning in OA college classroom environments

So what?



SoTL Research Cycle

Learning activity

visible evidence of 
student thinking and 
learning in response 

to activity 

meaningful themes, 
patterns, or 

conclusions drawn 
from evidence

Choices for 
lesson material 

& HW tasks

Positive responses 
High retention rate

Frequent posts
High scores

Themes: “Exciting,” 
“flexible,” “engaging”

Patterns: Low # of “ghosts” 
& negative feedback

(chart categories presented by Laura Baecher at the 2022 CUNY SoTL summer institute) 

Implementation in MUSC 3101



Data, Fall 2022 
(7 weeks in)



Week 1 
Survey

72 respondents

In one word, describe how you are 
feeling about this class. → 

4/72 non-positive terms: 
Neutral, nervous, scary, anxious

I work more than 20 hours per 
week: 44.6%

I will access some or all of the 
course from a smartphone: 19.2%



Verification of Enrollment (Week 3)

100% participation

0 student withdrawals

3/72 last-minute participants (after contact)



Checkpoint 1
Week 4, Fall 2022

71/72 students completed

Anonymous submissions

The following slides contain questions and themes from 
student responses



What are some of the strengths of this course format? What do 
you like most about the course so far? 

Format* - 29 Engagement - 13

Platform (Slack, Google Sites) - 10
Organization - 17
Grading system - 8
Announcements - 1

Interaction/engagement - 5
Communication w/ prof - 7
Communication w/ peers - 6
Posting on Slack - 1

Lesson - 21 Agency - 45

Variety of information presented - 11
Information presented - 7
Prof. videos - 3
Relevance - 2

Control WHAT to do - 26
Control WHEN to do - 18
Flexibility - 11

*frequency of “format”-focused responses may have been influenced by prompt wording 



Feedback Themes
Green = Agency,  Pink = Motivation

➢ There's levels to the effort you want to output. You earn your points. You decide what to learn.

➢ I think one of the strengths of this course format is the grading system. I like how we are able to monitor our progress in this class and 
how it pushes me to want to do more if I can to get more points.

➢ A lot of online course especially asynchronous struggle with engagement but this class in particular has the most engagement I've seen. I 
think it's more to do with the game format of the course because it promotes engagement, the more you engage the more you can earn 
points which I believe contributes a lot.

➢ I like how we can discuss any thing that stands out to us. Regardless of whether it was placed by the professor, it is still ok for us to do 
our own research freely Anything that relates to what we are learing is accactepable for discussion. This class is liberating.

➢ Each level we do on slack for points, we learn more which I personally like a lot. It is a fun way to engange the students into doing more.

➢ I also like that we have multiple articles, podcasts, and videos to choose from when learning every week. It offers more of an individual 
choice to be able to talk about what YOU like about the week's assigned reading instead of forced reading where everyone talks about the 
same thing over and over again.

➢ I like that the power to do well is mostly in my hands and I can see my grades right in front of me before I even receive them.



Each week, you decide how involved to be in the course by choosing 
lesson material and task levels. Do you like this choice-based 
learning format?

➢ Yes - 69/71
➢ No - 1/71
➢ Unanswered - 1/71

Student comments: Extreme ends

I think choice based is so much better becuase it makes me feel more like I want to learn instead of more like I 
have to since I get to choose what I want to do.

I prefer this choice-based learning format because in a regular class format, it is mandatory to do every 
assignment and makes me feel overwhelmed when all my classes assign work. 

I think that this is a really unique course and I enjoy having the opportunity to learn and participate in a 
non-traditional platform. It is much more engaging than other asynchronous courses I have taken in the past. 

I dislike the choice based. I believe it should be one set thing. Not levels which can cause confusion. 



How could this course be improved? Why? Share any changes you 
hope Prof. S will implement for Unit 1 in future semesters, and/or 
changes you hope Prof. S will implement in Unit 2 this semester. 

➢ No improvement needed - 47/71

➢ Clearer instructions to introduce routine - 7

➢ More assignment options - 7

➢ Technology-related - 5

➢ More lesson options - 4

➢ More student interactions - 4

➢ Reminders - 3



Observations

➢ Students value flexibility & agency
➢ Choice of assignments → self-motivation
➢ Choice of assignments is overwhelming for 1/71 respondents 
➢ Common descriptors: “Engaging,” “flexible,” “organized”

○ Organization is key to successful choice-based learning systems
➢ Retention rate is highest ever
➢ Few “ghost” students

Missing:

➢ “Confusing” rarely appeared (semi-common in the past) 
➢ “Fun” rarely appeared (common in the past, with narrative system) 



What’s Next? 



Next Steps

➢ Gather feedback in Checkpoints 2, 3, and 4 (Weeks 8, 12, and 16)
○ Code comments
○ Analyze results

➢ Monitor number of posts per week
➢ Monitor student scores (weekly & total)
➢ Track number of withdrawals (currently 0/72)
➢ Identify patterns/routines of high-achieving students
➢ Identify patterns/routines of low-achieving students
➢ Introduce narrative into course format for Unit 3?

○ Test if incorporating gamified elements from past semesters brings 
“fun” into student feedback



Contact Carolyn

CUNY email: Carolyn.Stallard@brooklyn.cuny.edu

Personal email: c.stallard22@gmail.com 

MUSC 3101 course website: 
https://sites.google.com/view/musc3101/home 

mailto:Carolyn.Stallard@brooklyn.cuny.edu
mailto:c.stallard22@gmail.com
https://sites.google.com/view/musc3101/home

